
Ignite your Spiritual Life
Class Four: 

Cleaning up big areas frees up energy 
Part I



Awareness,

Compassion, Wisdom, Strength, 
Abundance,

Joy, Humour



Today’s class structure
● Welcome & recap
● Opening mindfulness practice - Mountain meditation

● Cleaning up big areas of your life frees up energy
● Overcoming Immunity to change
● Breakout room
● Working well with time management

● Q&A and closing



1. Growth and transformation 
need a stable container.  

2. Outer clarity supports 
inner clarity.

Recap: Umbrella principles



Recap: Honor your space



Recap: structure and routine 
are your friends



    Recap: Conversations shape the 
space where we meet



    The Mountain Meditation



         Cleaning up big areas of your 
life frees up energy

Each time you bring outer 
clarity to a major aspect of 
your life you free up 
enormous amounts of energy 
that otherwise is locked up in 
anxiety or leaks away 
through distraction



         Story of a box



         Cleaning up big areas: examples



Chat

What are big areas for you that consume time 
and energy, and generate fear, anxiety?



    

What are some of your barriers to cleaning up 
those big areas of your life?



Overcoming Immunity to Change

● Persistent big drains in 
our life are often areas 
we’ve tried for many 
years to shift

● “Immunity to Change” 
is a way to help us 
work with long-term 
patterns or habits



The Immunity to Change chart



Examples





Breakout room

Thinking of an area where you struggle to change, discuss in 
your group the first 3 columns:

- what is a change goal you have?
- what do you actually do instead?
- imagine yourself making the changes you want - what are 

some worries that come up?  



Time management example of Immunity to Change



May these wholesome and powerful 
activities eliminate negativity and ignorance 
while producing happiness and illumination 

for the uplifting of the world!


